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We are proud to present the Ugly Duckling® family of handmade wobblers!
After decades of field tests and laboratory research, we have fulfilled the highest standards a wobbler 
lure must satisfy - perfectly balanced vibrations for attracting predator fish; a suite of stimulating colors 
to compensate for different atmospheric conditions and water clarity; and an array of sizes and weights 
to suit any size body of water from streams to oceans.
Ugly Duckling® lures are made of first grade balsa. Patented protective coatings and unique structural 
design provide Ugly Duckling® lures with their famous durability. Ugly Duckling® lures will stand up to 
the most severe abuse and still retain their unique features.
But what really separates Ugly Duckling® lures from the competition is the wobble action. Tank tested 
and manually tuned, Ugly Duckling® lures make a master of a regular fisherman!
For more than twenty seven years,  our company has been dedicated to producing high-quality balsa 
wobblers. The story began in the late 60’s when talented fishermen (Aca Veselinović) enriched his 
fishing passion by creating lures that suited his favorite rivers best. A family fishermen heritage helped 
him to develop an eye for studying nature and fish behavior. After many years of fishing experience all 
over the world he developed a line of originally designed lures and lure production technology. 
The painstaking work of skilled craftsmen and technical staff have resulted in the hand-made assembly 
of lures with high production capacity. 
Today, after endless tank and stream testing and laboratory research we are proud to recommend you 
each and every lure our team of craftsmen have manufactured. While we are glad to hear words of 
appreciation from experienced anglers, we are continuously developing our lure production keeping in 
mind the pleasure and needs of recreational fishermen and newcomers. 
Ugly Duckling® lures are made of first grade balsa. Originally developed protective coatings and 
structural design provide considerable durability. Ugly Duckling® lures will stand up to severe abuse 
and still retain their unique features. 
Ugly Duckling® wobblers have already reached customers worldwide  
You may hear about them from sport fishermen of Germany, Italy, Austria, Russia, Ukraine, Byelorussia, 
Estonia, Switzerland, Finland, Sweden, Croatia, BIH, Slovenia, Macedonia, Hungary, Bulgaria, Romania, 
Japan, Chile, Spain, USA, Canada, Australia, etc. Available in 43 different colors and 34 models they 
cover all situations, weather conditions and stream clearness. But, the real difference is the action. 
Tank tested and manually tuned, Ugly Duckling® lures make a master out of a regular fishermen.
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Even more sensitive!
You can not crank slow enough to stop them 
from wobbling! They go deep and follow your rod 
just as sinking ones do. Two trebles even on the 
smallest lure are the standard we never gave up, 
not to mention that we were the first to introduce 
such small lures into serial production.
Cast it diagonally upstream or let it doenstream 
and prepare for strike when and where the current 
changes. You can bump the bottom, pull it over 
the weed beds, around sunken structures, pull it 
on a sinker rig or troll it. Or try some of your own 
tricks. Put them on some really light tackle and 
they will never let you down.

Why so small?
Cast it when all else fails. Before you pack your gear, rub 
your frozen hands together and try again. If you know where 
they are, wobble it in front of their eyes! You’ll see that they 
can hardly resist. And when you get a strong bite on size 2 ... 
well. it is not unusual to be taken by surprise. A palette of size 
2 through 5 let’s you search the water for finicky fish. While 
small, they still retain all the basic features one can ask for. 
Intensive vibration, diving depth and weight required for long 
and accurate casting.
These lures sink slowly to stay long enough in the sight of 
predator and allow you to control the depth of your retrieve. 
They dive deep when you hold the tip of your rod near the water 
surface. However, they respond quickly to changes. Therefore 
the diving depths of our lures are widely specified. Sensitive to 
your rod-tip position, they will follow your actions and inevitably 
give your the prestige and satisfaction of success. What else? 
Yes - they are designed for solid hooksets and secure landing. 
Two WMC trebles will make all your worries go away.
Anywhere, anytime, any predatory fish. Keep some in your 
pocket for those unexpected occasions and rivers you 
encounter for the very first time.

Model Type
Length Weight Swimming depth Treble 

hooks
Recommended line diameter

inches cm ounces grams feet meters inches mm
2S Sinking 1 2.5 1/14 2 1-3 0.3-1 № 16 0.005-0.006 0.14-0.16
3S Sinking 11/4 3.3 1/10 3 1-5 0.3-1.5 № 12 0.005-0.007 0.14-0.18
4S Sinking 15/4 4 1/7 4 1-6 0.3-2 № 10 0.006-0.008 0.16-0.20
5S Sinking 2 5 1/5 5.5 1-8 0.3-2.5 № 8 0.006-0.009 0.16-0.22

Model Type
Length Weight Swimming depth Treble 

hooks
Recommended line diameter

inches cm ounces grams feet meters inches mm
2F Floating 1 2.5 1/28 1 1-3 0.3-1 № 16 0.005 0.12-0.14
3F Floating 11/4 3.3 1/20 1.5 1-5 0.3-1.5 № 14 0.005-0.006 0.14-0.16
4F Floating 15/8 4 1/14 2 1-6 0.3-2 № 12 0.005-0.007 0.14-0.18
5F Floating 2 5 1/10 2.75 1-8 0.3-2.5 № 10 0.006-0.008 0.16-0.20



Fantasy Models - Foremost testedon Mongolia’s river and immediately 
has become favorite of our test fisherman’s. Visually bigger with 
stronger vibrations, presenting an absolutely universal lure for all kind 
of predators.

When we tested this wobbler, we bagged almost 
everything.

Top quality wobbler from our offer which is 
absolutely universal for all fishing situations. In 
this model we had embeded everything what a 
perfect lure need. We have retained our lures 
principle being made out of balsa wood, with 
integrated rattle, with refined sound.

Model Type
Length Weight Swimming depth Treble 

hooks
Recommended line diameter

inches cm ounces grams feet meters inches mm
5J MR Floating 23/8 6.5 2/7 4 0.3-1.5 0.5-1.5 № 6 0.007-0.009 0.18-0.22
5J DR Floating 23/8 6.5 2/7 5.5 0.3-3 1.5-3 № 6 0.007-0.009 0.18-0.22

Model Type
Length Weight Swimming depth Treble 

hooks
Recommended line diameter

inches cm ounces grams feet meters inches mm
6J MR Floating 23/8 8 2/7 9 0.3-1.5 0.5-1.5 № 6 0.007-0.009 0.18-0.22
6J DR Floating 23/8 8 2/7 9 0.3-3 1.5-3 № 6 0.007-0.009 0.18-0.22



Shallow runner models, is 
our respond to fisherman’s 
requests...
6 Shallow Runner and 6 Shallow Runner jointed 
are our standard model, improved with an 
integrated rattle. This models are adapted for 
fishing in shallow waters as well as top water 
fishing with maximum diving depth of 1m.
9 Shallow Runner is a lure, designed to satisfy 
anglers fishing in faster water where it should 
be near surface. Well balanced, excellent 
vibrations for this type of fishing. Available in 
standard decors.
12 Shallow Runner jointed is a lure designed for 
fishing in still waters, especially for pike, where 
it should be above or around weed bead. Lenght 
12.5 cm, with weight of 17.5 gr.

Can you stand up to the 
challenge?
This outstanding selective lure is made of 
extremly durable plastics and well armed for 
long and tiring fights.
This lure features slightly slower action and low 
frequency sound chambers that attract large 
predators. Trophy size salmon and it’s relatives 
are waiting somewhere for this enticing fluid 
movement. It has proved itself in big, strong 
currents and rapid waters where big trout live.
Jointed model features extremly live action-a 
snack for large minnow feeding species.
Great for trolling and downrigging to.

Model Type
Length Weight Swimming 

depth Treble 
hooks

Recommended line diameter

inches cm ounces grams feet meters inches mm
RP’RATT Floating 31/2 9 1 28 2-5 0.5-1.5 № 1 0.012-0.016 0.30-0.40

RP’RATT-J Floating 33/2 11.5 1.2 30 2-5 0.5-1.5 № 1 0.012-0.016 0.30-0.40

Model Type
Length Weight Swimming depth Treble 

hooks
Recommended line diameter

inches cm ounces grams feet meters inches mm
6 Floating 23/8 8 2/7 9 0.1-1 № 6 0.007-0.009 0.18-0.22
6J Floating 7.5 9 0.1-1 № 6 0.007-0.009 0.18-0.22
9 Floating 9 15.5 0.15-1.10 № 6 0.010-0.012 0.25-0.30

12J Floating 12.5 17.8 0.15-1.20 № 6 0.010-0.012 0.25-0.30



With wide action and deep diving, they attract 
fish from long distances. Jointed model features 
extreme sensitivity and lively action - a snack for 
large minnow feeding species. Designed to be 
used as a wide range bait, this lure is attractive 
for different species from perch through pike, up 
to catfish. That makes them a universal tool for 
doubting situations

Fantasy 12 jointed - is 12,5 cm long and with 
this model we wanted to produce a lure which 
is specially made for fishing big predators. This 
model has strong vibration and perfect casting.

Model Type
Length Weight Swimming depth Treble 

hooks
Recommended line diameter

inches cm ounces grams feet meters inches mm
12J Floating 43/8 12.5 1/2 17.5 2/10 0.6-0.3 № 4 0.010-0.012 0.25-0.30

Model Type
Length Weight Swimming depth Treble 

hooks
Recommended line diameter

inches cm ounces grams feet meters inches mm
7J S Sinking 31/8 8 1/3 10 2-8 0.6-2.5 № 6 0.007-0.010 0.18-0.25
7J F Floating 31/8 8 2/7 8 2-8 0.6-2.5 № 6 0.007-0.010 0.18-0.25

7J MR Floating 31/8 8 2/7 8 2-6 0.6-2 № 6 0.007-0.010 0.18-0.25



Carefully balanced, it works even during very 
slow retrieval and stays stable through a wide 
range of cranking speed or at strong sudden 
current changes. Casts great into the wind. 
Peculiar whole body vibration attracts larger 
predators than expected.
Available as deep or medium runner, it covers 
different situstions. Easy to use sttraight out of 
the box a versatile tool to make a passionate 
fisherman out of a newcomer.

Though designed basically 
for trolling
This lures are still very useful in the usual cast 
and retrieve manner. When fishing for large 
fresh water predators, such as big salmonid, 
some of these lures are an absolute must in 
your tackle box.
To reach those deep turbulent spots, put them on 
a braided line and search the river downstream. 
With wide action and deep diving, they attract 
fish from long distances

This weighted floating model incorporates strong casting feature with 
lively and sensitive action

Model Type
Length Weight Swimming depth Treble 

hooks
Recommended line diameter

inches cm ounces grams feet meters inches mm
6 MR Floating 23/8 6 2/7 8 1-3 0.3-1.5 № 6 0.007-0.009 0.18-0.22
6 DR Floating 23/8 6 2/7 8 1-10 0.3-3 № 6 0.007-0.009 0.18-0.22

Model Type
Length Weight Swimming depth Treble 

hooks
Recommended line diameter

inches cm ounces grams feet meters inches mm
7S Sinking 31/8 8 1/3 10 2-10 0.6-3 № 6 0.007-0.010 0.18-1.25
7F Floating 31/8 8 1/5 6 2-10 0.6-3 № 6 0.007-0.010 0.18-1.25
9 Sinking 43/8 10.5 1/2 15 2-10 0.6-3 № 4 0.010-0.012 0.25-0.30
11 Sinking 43/8 12 2/3 18 2-13 0.8-4 № 2 0.010-0.012 0.25-0.30
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